
      

   
    

 

   
  

   

  

   

        

           

 
            

          

                 
               

            
          

                
            

             

       
     

       
            
         

 
                  

        

                   
                

                     
 

Specifications - Power Groove™ Reactive - Teal / Purple 

Information Sheet 
Part Number 
60-104073-93X 

Coverstock 
PowrKoil 17 Reactive 
Color: Teal / Purple sanded 
Hardness: 76-78 

Factory Finish 
400-Grit Wet Sand 

Core Dynamics 
RG Max: 2.704 
RG Min:  2.663 
RG Diff: 0.041 
RG Avg: 8.0 

Performance 
Hook Potential: 70 
Length: 155 
Breakpoint Shape: 75 

Available Weights 
10-16 Pounds 
(10-11 use a spherical offset core, no riser pin) 

Reaction Characteristics 
Plastic slips.  The Groove grips. And grip is exactly what you need to improve your game. 
When you’re ready to step up from plastic, get in the Groove. 

Ready to start hooking the ball? Move up from Plastic to Reactive coverstock technology. Compared to Plastic, Reactive 
coverstock technology increases traction and hooking action in the oil, and Reactive coverstocks can be sanded or shined to 
create large differences in hook potential. Reactive coverstocks also respond more aggressively to dry lane surfaces than 
Urethane coverstocks, increasing backend hooking action and hitting power. 

Coverstock: The Teal / Purple sanded features Brunswick’s popular PowrKoil 17 Reactive coverstock. First used on the 
Sapphire Zone, PowrKoil 17 is the strongest Reactive coverstock ever used on a Groove class ball. 

Core: The Teal / Purple sanded uses Brunswick’s DISC (Differential Increasing Side Cylinders) core technology which 
provides: 

• The largest track flare potential of any ball in its class 
• Consistent track flare potentials at all weights from 12-16 pounds 
• Larger, more consistent pin-out distances at all weights from 12-16 pounds 
• A more driller friendly design. The precise geometric placement of high density side cylinders maximizes the increase 

in Track Flare Potential while maintaining symmetry for easy drilling. 

Reaction Setup 
Your Power Groove Teal / Purple sanded can be drilled using the standard drilling techniques developed for two-piece balls, 
see the included drilling instructions for reaction characteristics and layout details. 

The Power Groove Teal / Purple sanded is finished with a dull 400-grit surface finish which increases its hooking action in the 
oil. Dull surface finishes can sometimes hook too early resulting in less back reaction and hitting power. To increase length, 
polish the surface with a rubbing compound. For the most skid/snap reaction use a finishing compound in addition to the 
rubbing compound. 

For the most up to date Product Line Information go to www.brunswickbowling.com 

www.brunswickbowling.com

